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1. Introduction.    The purpose of this paper is to prove inequalities of the form

(1.1) \\sn{x)U{x)\\p g C||/(x)F(x)||p

where sn is the «th partial sum of a Hermite or Laguerre series for/(x), U{x) and

V{x) are suitable weight functions and the norm is over ( — 00,00) in the Hermite

case and over (0, 00) in the Laguerre case. Mean convergence results of the type

lim,,-,«, \\[sn{x)—f{x)]U{x)\\p = 0 for every/satisfying/(x)K(x) eLp will be obtained

as corollaries of these inequalities. For the convenience of readers interested

primarily in the results, the main theorems proved are concentrated at the begin-

ning of §§4 and 5. Three other results showing that these theorems are in many

ways the best possible are given at the beginning of §§6 and 8.

Usually inequalities of the type (1.1) are proved only when U{x)= V{x); how-

ever, as shown in [4], no such theorem can be proved for Hermite and Laguerre

series for 1 á/>^4/3 or p^A if U{x)=V{x). Surprisingly, U{x) and V{x) in the

results obtained, although they contain exponential factors, need never differ by

more than a factor of (1 + |x|)1/3 in the Hermite case and (1 -Kr)1'6 in the Laguerre

case. In the basic theorems proved for l<p<oo, Theorems 1 and 7, U{x) can

always be taken equal to V{x) if 4/3 <p < A and the minimum ratio of V{x) to

U{x) increases as p moves away from the interval (4/3, 4). It is also possible to

make U{x)=V{x) even for 1 <p^A/3 and 4^p < 00 if a small part of the integral

of snU or the integral defining sn is omitted; details of this are given in Theorems

3, 4, 9 and 10. Substitute results, Theorems 2, 5, 8 and 11, are also obtained for

p=l; as usual these theorems require that |/(x)|(l+log+ |/(x)|) be integrable

with a suitable weight function. Here log + x is the function that equals logx for

x2:1 and is 0 otherwise.

The theorems proved here are a generalization of the results of Askey and

Wainger in [1] in several ways. Their result was to prove inequalities of the form

(1.1) with 4/3</7<4 and U{x)=V{x) = exp{ — \x2) in the Hermite case and

U{x)=V{x) = e~xl2x"12 in the case of Laguerre series of order a2:0. The results

here are valid for 1 i/xoo; for Laguerre series they are valid for all a> — 1 ; and

in the cases considered by Askey and Wainger it is shown that other functions can

be used as the weight function.
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In the Hermite case the functions U{x) and V{x) in (1.1) will be taken to have the

form w{x, b) = {l + \x\)b exp { — \x2); in a few cases V{x) will also contain a factor

of l+log+ x. The justification for considering only these weight functions is

Theorem 13. It is shown there that if (1.1) holds and U{x) is not zero on a set of

positive measure, then there is a constant, d, such that for every /2:1

(1.2) f    | U{x) exp (ix2)|p dx Ú C%t*

and

(1.3) f    | V{x) exp (ix2)| -« dx £ CV9
J ~t

where Xjp+ X\q= 1. It will also be assumed that U and V are bounded away from

0 and co for x near 0; this is certainly desirable and the nature of the weight function

for Hermite polynomials, exp(-x2), suggests that this should be possible. The

largest function of a reasonable form that satisfies this condition and (1.2) is

w{x, l — ljp). Similarly, the smallest function of a reasonable form that satisfies,

this condition and (1.3) is w{x, —X/p). Since it is also desirable to keep U and V

as close to each other as possible, w{x, X — l¡p) and w{x, — \¡p) should be close to

being the upper and lower bounds for both U and V. The only "reasonable"

functions that fit all these criteria for U and V are of the form w{x, b){X +log+ x)^.

Because of the complications involved, the logarithmic factors will not be used

except in a few cases where they are necessary to produce the most "natural"

theorem. In these exceptional cases, if U{x) = w{x, b) and V{x) = w{x, B), a strict

inequality would relate b and B instead of a more desirable weak inequality.

Similar considerations based on Theorem 14 show that for the Laguerre case the

only "natural" weight functions are of the form

(x/(l +x))a(l +xf{l +log+ xfe-xi2xai2.

Again, the log terms will be used in only a few cases.

In §2 various facts about Laguerre and Hermite polynomials are stated; these

are either from [1] or are extensions of the results there. §3 is concerned with

weighted inequalities for Hubert transforms. Weighted forms of Hardy's in-

equality and the usual Hubert transform theorem are used to obtain the necessary

inequalities. §§4 and 5 contain the main theorems; it is surprising that even in the

most complicated Laguerre proof only ten distinct integrals are estimated. Of

these, five are weighted Hubert transform expressions of the type treated in §3;

for three Holder's inequality is used; and for two a simple estimation works. §6

contains the theorems mentioned above that show the weight functions considered

are the only reasonable ones that could work. §7 contains results about Laguerre

and Hermite polynomials that permit the estimation of lower bounds for various

integrals containing them. These are used in §8 to show that, except for one

peculiar case, the results obtained in §§3 and 4 are the best possible for weight

functions of the given form.
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2. Facts about Laguerre and Hermite polynomials. As usual, the Hermite

polynomials, 77n(x), will be defined by 2 Hn{x)rnjn\ = exp {2xr — r2) and for

a> — X the Laguerre polynomials will be defined by

2L°n{x)r" = {X-r)-°-i exp 1^).

Following [1], the functions

(2.1) JtTn{x) = exp (-ix2)(rr1'22'l«!)-1'277n(x)

and

(2-2) *»*) = (^i^f^-^x)

will be used since they have simpler estimates than 77n(x) and Ll{x).

Using the table on p. 700 of [1] shows that there are positive constants, C and y,

independent of x and n, such that for every integer, «2:0,

|^n(x)| tSi C{Nll3+\x2-N\)-ll\       x2 ^ 27V,

á Cexp(-yx2), x2 > 2N,

where N=2n+ 1. The same table also gives the estimates

,„ „        \^n+iix)-^n-iix)\ ^ CN-^2{N^+\x2-N\Y'\       X2 ^ 2N,
(2.4)

g Cexp(-yx2), x2 > 27V

for all integers, «2:1.

The table on p. 699 of [1] shows that, given an a 2:0, there are positive constants,

Cand y, independent of x and n, such that for all integers, «2:0,

|jSf*(x)| ^ Cxa'V'2, 0 ^ x ^ X/v,

<  Or1'*»"1'*, X/v < x < v\2,(2.5) " / _   /

â Cv-ll*(viia+:\x-v\)-:lt*      v¡2 < x ú 3v/2,

S Ce~rx, 3v/2 < x

where v = 4« + 2a + 2. Similarly, for «2:1,

\&l+i{x)-&l-iix)\ Ú Cx^'V'2"1, 0 ¿ x ^ 1/v,

(2.6)
1/v < X 5 ^f,

^ Cv-s'V^+l^-H)1'4,        v¡2< x£ 3v/2,

^ Ce"'*, 3v/2 < x.

It will now be shown that (2.5) and (2.6) are also valid for — 1 <a<0 with the

proviso that if « = 0 and a is negative, then v should be taken equal to 2 in (2.5).

Using the differential equation for L£(x), (5.1.2), p. 99 of [5], the fact that

dL%{x)\dx= -Lan+_{{x), (5.1.14), p. 101 of [5], and (2.2) shows that

(2.7)        JSf»(*)= -((«-l)/«)1/2^í¡(x) + ((«+l-x)/«1'2x1'2)^íí(x).
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Using (5.1.13), p. 101 of [5] and (2.2) shows that

(2.8) jSP»(jc) = {{n + a+X)lxY'2^l + \x)-{nlxY'2^lt\{x).

For O^x^, (2.7) combined with (2.5) for «2:0 will prove (2.5) for -1 <a<0.

Similarly, for x>\v, (2.8) can be used to prove (2.5) for — 1 <a<0. That (2.6) is

valid for -1<«<0 follows similarly from (2.7) and (2.8); for this various facts

of the type {n+l)ll2 = nll2 + 0{n~112) must be used.

As usual for partial sum theorems, expressions for the relevant Poisson kernels

will be needed. Now define

(2.9) dn{x, y) = % Jfrk{x)3tk{y).
¡c = 0

Using (5.5.9), p. 105 of [5] and (2.1) shows that

/«+ U1'2 J?n+i{x)3>Pn{y)-3fn{x)3rn+i{y)
(2.10) dn{x,y)=(ç±^

x-y

Now let

(2.11) «1(«,x,>') = ^n(x)^n(j),

(2.12) h2{n, x,,) = n^n{y)^i{x)-^.i{x)X
x   y

(2.13) «3(«, x, y) = h2{n, y, x)

and an = ((«+l)/2)1'2. Then, following the procedure of p. 702 of [1],

(2.14) dn = Kí'U-'x+í) = ̂  Ê + feH^H^1-

Replacing the first term in parentheses on the right side of (2.14) by n~1!2{h2 + h3),

shifting the second main term to the far left side, and then dividing by the resulting

coefficient of dn on the left, shows that

(2.15) dn = bnhi + cn{h2 + h3)

where bn and c„ are functions of « bounded above by 1 and below by 1/3. This

shows that for any function,/(x), and any set, E,

(2.16) f dn{x,y)f{y)dy   ̂   J I Í hk{n, x, y)f{y) dy
JE ¡£ = 1  I JE

where the singular integrals are taken in the principal value sense. This will be the

basis for the proofs concerning mean convergence of Hermite series.

Similarly, given a fixed a> —X, define

(2.17) Dn{x, y) = 2 &l{x)<ei{y),
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(2.18) ji{n,x,y) = &l{x)J?«n{y),

(2.19) J2{n, x, y) = n^jy)^Ui{x)-^i{x)^
y  x

and

(2.20) j3{n, x, y) = j2{n, y, x).

Using (5.1.11), p. 100 of [5] and (2.2) then shows that

(2.21) Dn{x,y) = («+l)1/2(« + «+l)1'2-27"(x)°Sf" + l(j)~^f"+l(x)if"(-,;)-

Following the same procedure as above shows that

(2.22) Dn = bJi + cn{j2+j3)

where bn and cn are bounded above and below by positive constants depending

only on a.

The following density results will be needed.

Lemma 1. If l^p<co and a and b are real, then the functions,

xa{X+xfexp{-^x)xn,       « = 0,1,2,...,

are dense in 7/(0, co).

Lemma 2. If 1 ̂ p<co and b is real, then the functions, (1 + |x|)6 exp { — \x2)xn,

« = 0, 1,2,..., are dense in Lp{ — cc, oo).

The proof for Lemma 1 is similar to the proofs of Theorems 5.7.1-5.7.3, pp.

107-109 of [5]. It may be assumed that a 2:0, for if it were not, the functions with

negative powers of x could be omitted and the theorem proved for the remaining

functions. Then let <f>{x) = xa{l +x)b exp { — \x) and dp{y)=y~1[<f>{-logy)]p dy.

Theorem 3.1.5, p. 40 of [5] shows that polynomials are dense in Lp{0, 1) and a

change of variables shows that the functions <j>{x)e~nx are dense in Lp(0, co).

Following the argument of p. 108 of [5], it is sufficient for the proof of Lemma 6

to show that J"|^(x) J.n = o Ll{x)rn\p dx is finite for 0¿r<l and ct=0. Using

Minkowski's inequality and (2.2), it is sufficient to show that

n=0  \      Jo I

Up

is finite for Oár< 1. Using the estimates (2.5), the integral inside the sum is easily

seen to be bounded above by a constant times « to a fixed power; this is sufficient

to give the desired convergence.

To prove Lemma 2 it is first shown that the functions (1 + jxl1'2)6 exp ( —^x)xn

are dense in L"(0, co); this follows immediately from Lemma 1. Then the reasoning

used to prove the Hermite part of Theorem 5.7.1 of [5] can be applied.
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3. General inequalities. In this section some basic inequalities, Lemmas 3-7, are

combined into results that will be used repeatedly in the proofs of the theorems

in §§4 and 5. Lemmas 3-6 are variants of the well-known Hardy inequality, and

Lemma 7 is a variant of the usual Hubert transform theorem. Lemma 8 and its

L1 version, Lemma 9, are the most useful results in proving Theorems 1-12. If

A/3<p<A, Lemma 8 and Holder's inequality are all that is needed for the proofs.

If p is not in the interval (4/3, 4), one integral arises in the proof of Theorems 1

and 7 that is of the form treated in Lemma 8 but with the parameters outside the

range of validity of Lemma 8. A preliminary for the estimation of this integral is

given in Lemma 10; the results that are needed are given in Lemmas 11-13.

Throughout this paper, the singular integrals are to be taken in the principal

value sense. The letter, C, will be used to denote constants, not necessarily the

same at each occurrence. To simplify various expressions, the notation

xr-s = |x|r(l + |x|)s-r

will be used.

Lemma 3. If l<p<oo, r 2: 7?, R< - 1, s^S, í < -1 and F{x) = ¡x0f{y) dy, then

there is a constant, C, independent off, such that

iX xr-s\F{x)\p dx <t C F xpxR-s\f{x)\" dx.
Jo Jo

Lemma 4. If 1 <p<œ, ,-2:7?, r> - I, s^S, S> -1 and F(x) = J" f{y) dy, then

there is a constant, C, independent off such that

/»co /»oo

xr-s\F{x)\p dx ¿ C       xpxR-s\f{x)\p dx.
Jo Jo

Lemmas 3 and 4 are proved in the same way as the usual version of Hardys'

inequality, (9.16), Vol. I, p. 20 of [7].

The stated conditions in Lemmas 3 and 4 are also sufficient to prove an L1

inequality. However, since the final L1 results will have log terms on the right, it is

natural to prove a version of Lemmas 3 and 4 that contain log terms on the right.

This allows slightly more liberal conditions on the exponents; the exact statements

are Lemmas 5 and 6.

Lemma 5. If r^R, R¿—l,s£S,s<—l and F{x)=(x f{y) dy, then there is a

constant, C, independent off such that

C xr-s|F(x)| dx -¿C+C P xR-sx|/(x)|(l+log+|/(x)|)i/x.
Jo Jo

Lemma 6. Ifr^R, r>-X, s^S, S2:-l and F{x)=j™ f{y) dy, then there is a

constant, C, independent of f such that

/»oo r»co

xr-s|F(x)| dx-¿C+C\    xs-sx|/(x)|(l+log+ x)dx.
Jo Jo
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Lemma 5 is proved by assuming that/(x) is nonnegative, reversing the order of

integration on the left, and performing the inner integration. Except for the case

r = R= —I, the result follows immediately. If r = R= — 1, the troublesome part of

the integral is

(3.1) - jj{y) log y dy.

Now g(x) = 2x(log+x) and «(x) = x for x¿2 and 2exp(Jx— 1) for x>2 are

conjugate in the sense of Young (see [7, Vol. I, p. 16]). Using Young's inequality,

(3.1) is bounded by the sum of JJ g(/(x)) dx and J¿ «( — log y) dy. This sum has the

asserted bound.

Lemma 6 is also proved by interchanging the order of integration on the left;

there are no troublesome cases in this proof.

Lemma 7. Let w{x) be a positive function and B a constant and assume that for any

integer, n, andx in [2n, 2n + 1] w{2n) ̂  Bw{x) ̂  B2w{2n). Iff{x) = ¡3x%2 [f{y)l{x-y)] dy,

then there is a constant, C, depending only on p and B, such that

P l/MIM*) dxúC P |/(x)|M*) dx, \<p<co,
Jo Jo

- c[ (ir^+i/win+iog^/wi+iog^xi])^)^,

p=X.

Let £„=[2\ 2n + 1] and Fn=[2n"1, 2n + 2]. To prove Lemma 1 for p=l, use will

be made of the fact obtained from Theorem 2, p. 100 of [2] that there is a constant,

C, such that

(3.2) f   If MJ  dx^c\   |/(x)|(l+log+22"|/(x)|)í/x+C2-;
Je„ I J\x-y\<2n  *   x—y jfn

/could be assumed to be 0 outside Fn in (3.2) since the left side depends only on

the values off in Fn. Now it is immediate that the absolute value of the difference

of/(x) and the inner integral on the left side of (3.2) is bounded above by

2~n + 1 $Fn \f{y)\ dy. From this it follows that there is a C such that

(3.3) f   \f{x)\dx£ ch-*+  f   \f{x)\{l+log+22n\f{x)\)dx\.
Je„ t Jfk J

Applying (3.3) to 2_2n/(x) and then multiplying by 22n gives

(3.4) £  |/(x)| dx á c[2"+ jF  |/(x)|(l-Hog+|/(x)|)<&].

Now for each negative integer, «, multiply (3.4) for that « by w{2n) and add

these inequalities. For each nonnegative integer, «, multiply (3.3) by w{2n) and

add these inequalities. Add these two sums of inequalities together and use the
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assumption about w{x) to take w{2n) inside the integral signs as Bw{x). Then using

the fact that log+ ab^log+ a + log+ b, gives the result of the lemma for p= 1.

For 1 <p< oo, the proof is based on the inequality, f¡E \f{x)\"dxSC$F \f{x)\p dx,

easily obtained from Theorem 1, p. 97 of [2]. Lemma 7 is also a special case of

Lemma 2 of [3] in this case.

Lemma 8. If 1 <p<co, r> - Ijp, s< 1 - Ijp, R<X — Ijp, S> - l/p, r^R and

s á S, then there exists a constant, C, independent off, such that

Tec i r. fi? *r,s dy p **=° r. \f{y)yR's\p dy-

By symmetry it is sufficient to prove this with the outer integral taken over

[0, co]. Now divide the inner integral on the left side of the inequality into integrals

over (-co, -x), [ —x, 0], [0, \x], [\x, 3x/2] and [3x/2, co). In the first of these

replace x—y by — y and/(j) by |/(j0|, change the variable of integration to — y

and use Lemma 4. For the second replace x—y by x and f{y) by |/(j)|, change

the variable of integration to — y and use Lemma 3. For the third replace x—y

by \x and f{y) by |/(.y)|, change the interval of integration to [0, x] and use

Lemma 3. For the fourth use Lemma 7 with >v(x) = xr,s. For the fifth replace x—y

by yj3 and f{y) by |/(j>)|, change the interval of integration to [x, oo) and use

Lemma 4.

Lemma 8 is also a simple consequence of the theorem mentioned at the end of

§6, p. 372 of [8].

Lemma 9. If r> — 1, s<0, R^0, S2: -1, r^R and sf^S, then there exists a

constant, C, independent off, such that

P  IP   ¿^xT-'dy dx-¿C+cT   |/(x)|xB-s(l +log + |/(x)| +log+|x|) dx.
J — OO   |   •/ — (X>   X        y J — CO

The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 8 with Lemmas 5 and 6 used in

place of Lemmas 3 and 4.

Lemma 10. If 1 á/xco, and T2:1, there exists a constant, C, independent of T

andf{x) such that

è C+C f I/WIOT^ + Iog+I/OY)!)^,      p = 1,
Jo

where

B{p,T) =1, 4/3 < p < oo,

= (log Tf13,       p = A/3,

= r1"3"'4, X èp < 4/3.
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If p>A/3, Lemma 10 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3. If 1 Sp^Aß,

the integral on the left side of the inequality is bounded above by the sum of

and

Ifp> 1, Lemma 3 can be applied to (3.5) to give the desired bound and ifp=X,

Lemma 5 can be used. To estimate (3.6), use Holder's inequality on the inner

integral. This shows that (3.6) is bounded by

(3.7) 2p £ *-3p,4([f* (1 +y)-qli dy]"'9 £ \f{y)\p dy} dx

where X¡p+X¡q=X. Now change the upper limit on the integral of [/(jOI" to T.

Then by simply computing the integrals, (3.7) can be shown to be bounded by

C6{p,T)H\f{y)\pdy.

Lemma 11.7/1 <p < co, and 7/2:1, there exists a constant, C, independent of T

andf{x), such that

LIL¿(-Sr?biAdyr* * c(Kp>t)Li/w|pdx-
Lemma 12. IfT^X, there exists a constant, C, independent of T and f{x), such

that

r ir yivxi+M)"« dy\dx
)-T\)-T{x-y){X + \y\y*ay\ax

ú c+cj\ |/W|(r1/4 + log+|/(x)|+log+|x|)i7x.

Lemmas 11 and 12 are proved using exactly the same procedure as the proofs of

Lemmas 8 and 9 except that Lemma 10 must be used in place of Lemmas 3 or 5.

Lemma 13. If 1 <p<co, and T2:1, there exists a constant, C, independent of T

and f{x) such that

Lemma 13 follows immediately from Lemma 11 by a duality argument.

4. Hermite series theorems. Throughout this section sn{f x) will denote the

«th partial sum of the Hermite polynomial series for a function /(x). Theorems 1

and 2 are the general integral inequalities for the partial sums ; Theorem 1 includes

the result of [1] concerning Hermite series. It will appear in the proof of Theorems
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1 and 2 that it is only the behavior of various terms near 7V1/2 = (2«+l)1'2 that

forces the weight functions U and V to be different for p not in (4/3, 4). Conse-

quently, the same weight function can be used for both U and V even for p not in

(4/3, 4) provided one of the integrals omits a suitable neighborhood of N112.

These results are given in Theorems 3 to 5. Finally, Theorem 6 states the mean

convergence results corresponding to Theorems 1 to 5. Theorem 15 in §8 gives the

proof that the conditions in these theorems cannot be relaxed except possibly in

Theorem 1 for the cases when ß= X.

Theorem 1. Let X<p<co, U{x) = exp {-^x2){X + \x\)b and

V{x) = exp(-ix2)(l + |x|)B(l+log+|x|)Ä

whereß=X ifb = B andp is Aß or A andß = 0 otherwise. Assume that

b < X-Xlp, X < p <: A,
(4.1) '

á 2/3 + 1/3/», 4</><oo,

B > -1 + 1/3/», X <p < Aß,
(4.2) ' F '

> -Xjp, Aß £p < oo,

b ¿, B+X-Aßp, X < p < Aß,

(4.3) á B, Aßupu 4,

Ú B-Xß + Aßp,        A < p < co,

and if equality occurs in (4.3), then equality does not occur in (4.1) or (4.2). Then

there exists a constant, C, independent of f{x) and « such that

P   \sn{f, x)U{x)\p dx ïcT   \f{x)V{x)\p dx.
J — CO J — CO

Theorem 2. Let U{x) = exp (-|x2)(l + |x|)s and K(x) = exp (-ix2)(l + |x|)B

where b<0,B^ — 2/3 and b^B—Xß. Then there exists a constant, C, independent of

f{x) and n such that

C   \sn{f, x)U{x)\ dxïC+C P   |/(x)| K(x)(l +log+ |/(x)| +log+ |x|) dx.
J  —  00 J  — 00

Theorem 3. Assume that 4/3</><oo, 0< S< 1, t/(x) = exp (-ix^l + lxl)" and

-X¡p<b<X- X¡p.IfN=2n+X and O Js the set of all x such that \ \x\ -N1I2\>8N112,

there exists a constant, C, independent off and « such that

f    \sn{f,x)U{x)\pdx úcf   \f{x)U{x)\p dx.
Jon J-oo

Theorem 4. Assume that X<p<A, 0<S<1, U{x) = exp{%x2){X + \x\f and

— X¡p<b<X — X¡p. If On is as in Theorem 3 andf{x) =/(x) on On and zero off On,
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then there is a constant, C, independent of fand n such that

/»co /»co

\sn{fn, x)U{x)\p dxúC\      \f{x)U{x)\p dx.
J — 00 J — 00

Theorem 5. Assume that 0<S< 1, U{x) = exp{-^x2){X + \x\)b and -X^b<0.

If On is as in Theorem 3 andf is as in Theorem A, then there is a constant, C, inde-

pendent of f and n, such that

JCO /»CO
Wifn, x)U{x)\ dx^C+C]       C/(x)|/(x)|(l +log+ |/(x)| +log+ |x|) dx.

- CO J — 00

Theorem 6. If the hypotheses of one of the Theorems 1-5 are satisfied and the

integral on the right side of its conclusion is finite, then

lim  f \{sn{x)-f{x))U{x)\p dx = 0
n->°o   Ja

where E is the set of integration on the left side of the conclusion in the theorem

considered, sn{x) is the partial sum considered and p is taken as one in the case of

Theorems 2 and 5.

To prove Theorem 1, let exp ( —ix2)/(x)=g(x), u{x) = {X + \x\)b and

v{x) = {X + \x\)B{X+log+\x\Y.

Then Jco
g{y) dn{x, y) dy

- CO

where dn{x, y) is the function defined in (2.9). With this notation Theorem 1 is

equivalent to showing that there is a C independent of g and « such that

co     1       »

P     P   g{y) dn{x, y)u{x) dy " dx S C P   \g{x)v{x)\p dx.
J — CO   |   J — 00 J — 00

Using (2.16) and symmetry, it is sufficient to show that

/»CO       I      /»oo p /»CO

(4.4) g{y)hk{n, x, y)u{x) dy    dx Ú C \     \g{x)v{x)\p dx
J - oo  | Jo Jo

for k=X, 2 and 3.

Proving (4.4) for k=X is easy. Use the definition of hu (2.11), the fact that

\3tfn{-x)\ = \2t°n{x)\ and Holder's inequality to show that the left side of (4.4) is

bounded above by the product of the integral on the right side of (4.4) and

c«)     [ m «m *(/; | i¡+*$*.,f \ *)*"■
The estimates, (2.3), can now be used to show that (4.5) is a bounded function

of«. This is simplified if equality does not occur in (4.1) or (4.2) by first observing
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that, if necessary, b can be increased and B decreased so that the hypothesized

conditions are still true and b>—Xjp for X<p^A, b> —Xß+Xßp for A<p,

B<Xßp for l</?<4/3 and B<l-X/p for 4/3$/». With these additional in-

equalities it is easy to see that the integrals in (4.5) with Ji?n{x) replaced by the

estimates, (2.3), are dominated by the integrals over (-2-An'2, Nll2-N~116) of the

same integrands. It is then easy to prove that (4.5) is bounded for the modified

values of b and B; this immediately implies that (4.5) is bounded for the original

values of b and B. If equality occurs in (4.1), b = 2ß+Xßp, 4</><oo and

B>X-Xjp. If equality occurs in (4.2), B=-X + Xßp, X<p<Aß and b< -X¡p. In

both these cases it is easy to estimate (4.5) and show that it is bounded.

To prove (4.4) for k = 2 and 3, recall the notation 7V=2«+1, and write g(x)

= giix) + g2{x)+g3{x) where the g/s equal g on [0,-J-7V1'2], [$Nll2,3Nll2ß] and

[37V~1,2/2, oo) respectively and are 0 elsewhere. Let Ei = [-\N1I2,3N1!2¡A], E2

= ÜN112,1N1I2IA] and £3 = [57V1,2/4, co) and E¡ denote the complement of E} in

(-co, oo). Then for k = 2 and 3 the left side of (4.4) is bounded above by a constant

times the sum of

(4-6) J   f  I i" gAy)h{rt,x,y){l + \x\)bdy
, = 1 JË) | Jo

and

(4.7) J   í   I i gAy)hk{n,x,y){l + \x\)bdyP
j = l JE] I  Jo

<7x.

Because of the definitions of E¡ and g¡, the integration in (4.6) is confined to

points, (x, y), such that |x—y\ }^\N112. Consequently, in (4.6) \h2{n,x,y)\

^2\J^n{y)\ \3Fn+i{x) — ̂ n-i{x)\ and |«3| is bounded by the same expression with

the x and y reversed. Then the estimates, (2.3), can be applied and the computation

used to estimate (4.4) for k = 1 can be repeated here.

This leaves only the consideration of (4.7) for k = 2 and A: = 3. In the individual

integrals of (4.7) with/= 1 and A; = 2 or 3 use the estimates (2.3) and (2.4) to show

that these double integrals are equal to

frp'McnWly.BXl + l*!)»
hi I Jei x-y

p
dx;

here and hereafter <f> and <p will be used to denote functions uniformly bounded in

both variables but not necessarily the same at each occurrence. Then Lemma 8

can be applied to (4.8) to give the desired estimate since b<X — X¡p, bf^B and

B>-X\p.
Using (2.3) and (2.4), the integral in (4.7) withy'=2 and k = 2 becomes

(AQ, f   I f   g2Íy)iiN-im + \x-N1»\)™<Kx,'Wy,n)N'"* ̂ ,\p .
[    } La\k {x-y){^N-^+\y-N"2\)^ ayl  dX-
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Now make the changes of variable x = N1'2 + %N~ 1I6X and y = N112 + $N~1/6 7; this

changes (4.9) into

-JV2/3       I     .¡¡213 (     ■.    ,, V\1H P

(4J0)    L-|L-f^oiTTF^'^(F'^S/2i/F N~llBdX-

By Lemma 11, (4.10) is bounded by

(4.11) C6{p,N2l3)(        \NBI2g2{x)\pN-116 dX.

Then changing the variable back to x, (4.11) becomes

(4.12) C6{p, N2l3)NBp'2 f   \g2{x)\pdx.
Je2

Because of the definition of E2, the power of N can be taken inside the integral in

(4.12) as a power of 1 + |x| and a power of log A'' can be taken inside as a power

of 1 +log+ |x|. This will give the desired bound.

The estimation of the integral in (4.7) withy'=2 and A: = 3 is the same except

that Lemma 13 is used in place of Lemma 11.

For the integral in (4.7) with 7 = 3 and k = 2 or 3, the estimates (2.3) and (2.4)

show that this integral is bounded above by

dx

since TV1'2 exp { — yN) is a bounded function of N. Lemma 8 can then be applied.

This completes the proof that (4.7) is bounded by the right side of (4.4) for Ac = 2

and k = 3 and thereby completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 is proved in the same way with Lemma 9 used in place of Lemmas 8

and 13 and Lemma 12 in place of Lemma 11. One new feature occurs if B= —2/3

and b = — 1 since (4.5) is not bounded ; in this case it is easy to estimate directly the

left side of (4.4) for k=X.

The proof of Theorems 3 and 4 are like that of Theorem 1. For these proofs gu g2

and g3 should be taken equal to g on [0, (1 -iS)JV1/a], [(1 -^8)N112, (1 + $8)N112]

and [(1 + ^8)N112, oo) respectively and

Ei = [-iNll2,{X-i8)N"2],

E2 = [{l-8)Nll2,{l+8)N112]

and

E3 = [(i+iS)/V1/2,oo).

The computations are simpler for these theorems and in the analogue of (4.7) the

term for 7 = 2 drops out. The proof of Theorem 5 is based on that of Theorem

2 with the modifications just described.

Í      f   —JE-,   Je, x   y
{X+x)»<t>{x,n)t{y,n)dy
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Theorem 6 is proved in the standard way. Consider the part concerning Theorem

1 and let || ||p denote the unweighted Lp norm on ( — 00,00). Given e>0 and

/(x) a function such that/(x)K(x) eLp, let C be the constant in Theorem 1. Then

by Lemma 2 there is a polynomial, g(x), such that

(4.13) \if{x)-g{x))V{x)\\p < el{X + C).

Since U{x) è V{x), then

(4.14) ||(/(x)-g(x))C/(x)||p < e/(l + C).

Using Theorem 1 and (4.13) shows that

(4.15) \\{sn{f x)-sn{g, x))U{x)\\p ï C\\{f{x)-g{x))V{x)\\p < Ce¡{X+C).

If M is the degree of g, then for «> M sn{g, x)=g{x). Combining this fact, (4.14),

(4.15) and Minkowski's inequality shows that if «> M, then \\{f{x) — sn{f x))U{x)\\p

<e. This proves Theorem 6 as it concerns Theorem 1.

The proof of Theorem 6 as it applies to Theorem 3 is exactly the same as the

proof above.

The proof of Theorem 6 as it concerns Theorem 4 must be slightly different

since sn{gn, x) will never equal g(x) if g is a polynomial. For this proof let U{x)

and C be as in Theorem 4. Given e>0 and/(x) such that f{x)U{x) eL", let g{x)

be a bounded function with compact support that satisfies (4.14). Since for the

U{x) in Theorem 4 b<X — X¡p and X<p<A, there is a V{x) such that U{x) and

V{x) are a pair of weight functions satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Since g

is bounded and has compact support, g{x)V{x) e V. Then using the application of

Theorem 6 to Theorem 1 shows that limn^„ \\{sn{g, x)—g{x))U{x)\\p = 0. Further-

more, for « sufficiently large sn{gn, x) = sn{g, x). These facts can then be combined

as before to prove that Theorem 6 applies to Theorem 4.

The proof of the part of Theorem 6 concerning Theorem 2 is complicated by the

involved expression on the right side of the conclusion of Theorem 2. For this

proof let C be the larger of 1 and the constant in Theorem 2 and / be a function

for which ||K(x)/(x)[l+log+ |x|+log+ |/(x)|]||! is finite. Given e>0, let g(x) be

a bounded function with compact support such that

(4.16)      l+C
(/(x)-g(x))(l+log + |x|+log+8C|/W£   g(x)l)K(x)

is less than \e. Applying Theorem 2 to 8C(/(x)-g(x))/e and then multiplying by

e/8C shows that \\sn(f—g, x)i7(x)||1 is bounded above by (4.16). Therefore

(4.17) \\{sn{f, x)-sn{g, x))U{x)\\i < i«.

Since U{x) ̂  K(x), it is also true that

(4.18) \\{f{x)-g{x))U{x)\\i < ±e.
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By Lemma 2 there is a polynomial, «(x), such that

(4.19) £/8 + CS1/2(||(l + |x|)nx)||i)1,2 + 8C2S/£

is less than ^e where S= ||(g(x)-«(x))2(l + |x|)K(x)||i. Schwarz's inequality shows

that (4.19) is an upper bound for

(4.20) */8 + C|[(g(x) - «(x))(l + \x\)V{x)\\i + (8C2/£) ||(g(x) - «(x))2 V{x) || x.

Using the fact log+ \z\ ^ \z\ shows that (4.20) is an upper bound for expression

(4.16) with / replaced by «. Therefore,

(4.21) \\{sn{g, x)-sn{h, x))U{x)\\i < jf,

and

(4.22) \\{g{x)-h{x))U{x)\\i < $e.

Since sn{h, x) = h{x) for « sufficiently large, (4.17), (4.18), (4.21) and (4.22) can be

combined to show that ||(s„(/, x)—f{x))U{x)\\1<e for « sufficiently large.

The proof that Theorem 6 applies to Theorem 5 is like the proof that Theorem 6

applies to Theorem 4. Use is made of some parts of the proof that Theorem 6

applies to Theorem 2.

5. Laguerre series theorems. Throughout this section s%{fi x) will denote the

«th partial sum of the Laguerre polynomial series for /(x) with parameter a. The

theorems stated here are the exact analogues of the Hermite series theorems but

are somewhat more complicated since the weight functions now contain powers of

x/(l +x). Again, the proof that the conditions cannot be significantly relaxed is in

Theorem 15 in §8.

Theorem 7. Let X<p<ao, «>-l, U{x) = e-xl2xal2{xl{X+x))a{X+x)b and

V{x) = e~xl2xal2{xl{X +x))A{X +x)B{X +log+ x)" where ß= X ifb = Bandp is 4/3 or A

and ß = 0 otherwise. Assume that

a > —X/p + maxi — ̂a, I),       A < 1 — X\p — max ( — \a, l),       A á a,

b < 3/4-1//», 1 <p ^ A,
(5.1)

Z» ̂ 7/12-1/3/», 4</»<co,

B 2: -l-lßp, X <p < Aß,
(5.2)

> I—l/p, 4/3 ^ /» < oo,

b = B + \-2ßp, X < p < Aß,

(5.3) ^ B, Aß <, p S A,

:S 7?-1/6 + 2/3/»,       4</»<oo,
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and if equality occurs in (5.3), then equality does not occur in (5.1) or (5.2). Then

there exists a constant, C, independent off{x) and «, such that

P \s«n{fi x)U{x)\p dx icf \f{x)V{x)\p dx.
Jo Jo

Theorem 8. Let a> — X, and let U{x) and V{x) have the form used in Theorem 1

with ß = 0. Assume that a^A, a> — 1 +max ( — \a, l), A?¿min{\a, —I), b<—\,

52: —7/12 and b^B—Xjo. Then there is a constant, C, independent of fand n, such

that

P \sl{f x)U{x)\ dx Ú C+C P |/(x)|F(x)(l+log+|/(x)|+log+ x) dx.
Jo Jo

Theorem 9. Assume that a> — X, Aß </» <co and 0< 8< 1. Let

U{x) = e-^2xa/2(x/(l+x))a(l+x)b

and for a given n let v = An + 2a + 2 and On be the set of all x such that x>0 and

|x — v\>8v. If — X/p + max { — \a, l)<a< 1 — X\p — max ( — \a, I) and —Xjp + \<b

< — 1 Ip + i, then there exists a constant, C, independent of fand n, such that

f    \siif, x)U{x)\p dxúcT \f{x)U{x)\p dx.
Jon Jo

Theorem 10. Assume that a> — X, X <p<A, 0< S< 1 and U{x) and On are as in

Theorem 9 with the same conditions on a and b. Let fn{x) =/(x) on On and be 0 off

On. Then there exists a constant, C, independent of f and n, such that

f" \slif, x)U{x)\p dx ÚC P \f{x)U{x)\p dx.
Jo Jo

Theorem 11. Assume that «>—1, 0<8<1, U{x) and On are as in Theorem 9,

— X +max ( — \a, l)<a^min (Ja, — I) and —1¿¿><— \. Then there exists a

constant, C, independent off and «, such that

P \s"n{f, x)U{x)\ dx ^ C+C ¡X |/(x)|C/(x)(l+log+|/(x)|+log+ x)dx.
Jo Jo

Theorem 12. If the hypotheses of one of the Theorems 7-11 are satisfied and the

integral on the right side of its conclusion is finite, then

lim   f [\s^{x)-f{x)\U{x)Y dx = 0
n-><x   Je

where E is the set of integration on the left side of the conclusion in the theorem

considered, sn{x) is the partial sum considered and p is taken as one in the case of

Theorems 8 and X X.

The proof of Theorem 7 is similar to that of Theorem 1 but with a few additional

complications. For this proof let /(x) = e*,2x"a,2g(x),  U{x) = e~xl2xal2u{x) and
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V{x) = e-Xl2xa'2v{x). Then s«{f x) = exl2x~al2 J" g{y)Dn{x,y) dy where Dn{x,y)

is the function defined in (2.17). Using this in the conclusion of Theorem 7 and,

using (2.22) shows that it is sufficient to prove that

/» 00   I      /»CO p /• oo

(5.4) g{y)f{n,x,y)u{x)dy    dx = C        \g{x)v{x)\p dx
Jo   I Jo Jo

and

/»CO     I       /»OO lp |*0O

(5.5) g{y){f{n, x, y)+f{n, x, y))u{x) dy\  dx ú C       \g{x)v{x)\p dx.
Jo   | Jo I Jo

As in the Hermite case, the proof of (5.4) is easy since it reduces to showing that

(•oo r  /.oo -| !

(5.6) Jo   |^(xMx)|^x[Jo   \^l{y)lv{y)\" dy\
\PlQ

is a bounded function of« where 1//»+1/^=1. Now if equality does not hold in

(5.1) or (5.2), b can be increased and B decreased so that the original hypotheses

are still true and b>\-l\p for 1 </»á4, b>X\X2-Xßp for 4</»<oo, B<\-Xßp

for 1 </»<4/3 and B<3\A—X\p for 4/3iS/»<oo. Using these additional inequalities

and the estimates, (2.5), it is clear that the integrals in (5.6) with =S?£ replaced by

its estimate are dominated by the integrals over {\v, v — v113) of the same integrands.

It is then easy to show that (5.6) is bounded. If equality occurs in (5.1) or (5.2),

it is also easy to prove directly that (5.6) is bounded.

To prove (5.5) recall that v = An + 2a + 2 and write g(x) = £*= i gi{x) where the

gi's equal g on [0, 1/v], [Ijv, \v], [\v, 3v/2] and [3vß, oo) respectively and are 0

elsewhere. Let Ex = [0, 2/v], E2 = [lßv, 3v¡A], E3=[lv, 7v/4], and E^tfv/A, co) and

let Ë, denote the complement of 7s¡ in [0, oo). Then the left side of (5.5) is bounded

by a constant times the sum of

(5.7) 2 \È [J" IftÜOCM«. x> y)+Un, x, y))\u{x) dyj dx

and

(5.8) 2 gi{y)ihin,x,y)+f3{n,x,y))u{x)dy
i=l  jEt I Jo

dx.

In (5.7), if the outer integration is confined to [\v, oo) in the case i= I, (3v/4, co)

in the case i= 2 and is taken to be all of Ët for /'= 3 or 4, then the integrations are

taken over pairs, (x,y), such that |x—y|2:^v. With this condition, \j2{n,x,y)\

^4|^(j)(^ + 1(x)-jSc^1(x))| and the computation used to deal with/ can be

repeated. The same applies to j3. It follows that these parts of (5.7) have the de-

sired bound. The remaining part of (5.7) is the sum of

(5.9) J2 [£,V \g{y){j2{n, x, y)+f{n, x, y))\u{x) dy] ' dx
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(5.10) fj ' \g{y){f2{n, x, y) +j3{n, x, y))\u{x) dy] ' dx.

Substitute the values off2 and/, in (5.9) and (5.10) and replace the JS?£'s by the

estimates (2.5) and (2.6). The estimate for the/, part of (5.9) is less than the esti-

mate for they2 part; similarly the estimate for they2 part of (5.10) is bounded by

the estimate for the/, part. This leaves the following two integrals to estimate:

(5.11)

and

(5.12)

/•v/2   r fl/v -\p

"a,2+1,4|g(y)|va,2x-3'4M(x)i/ i dx

/•l/2v  r fv/2 -lp

val2 + lli\g{y)\y~3lixal2u{x) dy    dx.

These are easy to estimate by integrating with respect to x first and using Holder's

inequality on the other part in such a way that one of the integrals has integrand

\giy)v{y)\p. This estimation completes the consideration of (5.7).

To estimate the part of (5.8) with /= 1, observe that (2.5) implies that given an

n, \&%{x)\ ú Cxal2val2 forOék^n and 0áxS2/v. This and the definition, (2.17), of

Dn implies that for x and y in E%

(5.13) \Dn{x,y)\ ^ Cxal2y'"2va + 1.

Since/(«, x, y) is also bounded above by this for x and y in Eu (2.22) implies that

l/a+ial is also bounded above by the right side of (5.13). Using this on the part of

(5.8) with /'= 1 produces the integral

(5.14)
/•2/v I    Ç2,

Jo    I Jo
"a + 1gi{y)yal2xal2+ady dx.

Holder's inequality and the hypotheses of Theorem 7 then show easily that (5.14)

is bounded above by the right side of (5.5).

For the other parts of (5.10) replace/ and/, by their values and use the esti-

mates (2.5) and (2.6). After suppressing bounded functions that depend only on x

and « and bounded functions that depend only on y and «, there remain the follow-

ing integrals :

L\LW<ârm*+*+
(5.16)

and

(5.17)

S \58£JE3 I Je3 x

L

g3Íy)(yll3 + \y-x\\í1"1

y \vll3 + \v—y

)±l/4

nbdy

dx,

dx

£4

giiy)

Ei

{X+x)bdy\ dx.
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Each of these must be shown to be bounded by the right side of (5.5). For (5.15)

and (5.17) this follows immediately from the conditions on a, A, b and B and

Lemma 8. For (5.16) make the change of variable X=v~ll3{v — x), Y=v~ll3{v—y)

and proceed by using Lemmas 11 and 13 as was done in the estimation of (4.9).

This completes the proof of Theorem 7.

Theorems 8 through 11 are proved by modifying the proof of Theorem 7 in the

same way that Theorems 2 through 5 were proved by modifying the proof of

Theorem 1. Theorem 12 is proved in the same way as Theorem 6. There are a few

additional complications that appear but they are easy to treat.

6. Justifying the weight functions. This section and the next two sections are

devoted to showing that in various ways Theorems 1 through 12 are the best

obtainable. The first problem is to show that the weight functions used are the

only reasonable ones that could be used. This is done as it was sketched in §1 by

use of Theorems 13 and 14.

Theorem 13. Assume that p is a fixed number such that 1 </»<co, define q by

l¡p+\¡q=l and let sn{f x) be the nth partial sum off s Hermite polynomial series.

Assume that U{x) and V{x) are functions such that U{x) is not zero on a set of

positive measure, V{x) is finite a.e. and

P   \sn{fi x)U{x)\» dx fi K T   \f{x)V{x)\p dx
J — 00 J — 00

where K is a constant independent off and n. Then there is a constant, C, such that

for every 12:1

(6.1) f    | C/(x) exp (ix2)\pdx Ú Ct"

and

(6.2) f   \V{x)exp{^x2)\-"dx £ Ct".
J -t

Theorem 14. Assume that a> — 1 and p is a fixed number such that 1 </»<oo,

define q by X¡p+Xlq=X and let sn{f x) denote the nth partial sum of fs Laguerre

polynomial series for this a. Assume that U{x) and V{x) are functions such that

U{x) is not zero on a subset of{0, oo) of positive measure, V{x) is finite a.e. and

f* 00 /»CO

\sn{f x)U{x)\p dxúK\      \f{x)V{x)\p dx
J - OO J — 00

where K is a constant independent of f and n. Then there is a constant, C, such that

for every 12:1

(6.3) f   \U{x)x-lli-al2exl2\p dx ^ Ctpl2
Jut

and
t

(6.4) f   | V{x)xlli - al2exl2 \-" dx è Ct"12.
Jut
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The proofs are fairly simple consequences of various theorems in [4]. To prove

Theorem 14 let u{x)=U{x)x~al2exl2 and v{x)= V{x)x~al2exl2. The obvious modi-

fication of Lemma 1 of [4] to take account of the two weight functions shows that

there is a constant C such that

(6.5) ||¿?S(xMx)!|p||i^(x)Mx)||, S C

where |[ ¡|p denotes the unweighted norm on (0, oo). Lemma 13 of [4] shows that

each factor in (6.5) is bounded below by a constant times «~1/4. Consequently,

there is a constant, C, such that if « 2: 1, then

(6.6) ||J^(x)M(x)|¡p ^ C«1'4

and

(6.7) \\<?«n{x)lv{x)\\q á C«1'4.

By Lemma 7 of [4] there are constants s0 and C>0 such that if s^s0, then there

is an « satisfying s/5 á « á= sß and

(6.8) f   \^l{x)u{x)\p dx 2: C f   \s-ll2u{x)\p dx
J Es J Es

where 7ss=[5.î/6, 1 ls/12]. Combining (6.8) and (6.6) then leads to

(6.9) f   |x-1/4m(x)|pí/x ^ Cspl2
Je,

for all s 2: Sq.

Now, (6.3) will be proved by showing that

(6.10) I   |x-1/4m(x)|pí/x ^ Ctpl2

and

(6.11) f    \x~ltiu{x)\p dx <> Ctpl2.
Jut

Since (6.6) is true for all «2:1, |«(x)|p is integrable on [1, s0], and by adjusting

C (6.10) is true for X^t^s0. Then (6.10) can be obtained for all i2:1 by adding

(6.10) for i = 5'o to inequalities of the type (6.9) for appropriate values of s.

To prove (6.11), use can be made of the fact from [5] (5.1.6), p. 100 that

If 0^x^(1 +a)ßn, the constant term is greater than twice the sum of the other

terms and

«M = i(n+na}
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Therefore, there is a positive constant, C, depending only on a such that for

«2:1

X+a
(6.12) ££an{x) 2: C{nx)al2,       0 g x g

3«

Then restricting the integration in (6.6) to G„=[{X +a)/6«, (1 +a)/3«] and using

(6.12) shows that for «2:1

(6.13) f    |x-1/4M(x)|p</x g Cnpl2.
Jcn

Therefore, there is an s0 and C such that if s 2: s0, then

¡"21s

(6.14) |x-1,4«(x)|"ax á Cspl2.
Jl/S

As in the proof of (6.10), the C in (6.11) can be adjusted to make (6.11) true for

Xgtgs0. Then adding in the inequalities (6.14) for appropriate values of s will

prove (6.11) in general.

The inequality (6.4) follows from (6.7) by exactly the same reasoning.

Theorem 13 is proved in the same way that (6.10) was proved using Lemmas 12

and 6 of [4].

7. Estimating integrals. Lower bounds for various integrals will be needed to

prove Theorem 15 in §8. To obtain these, some expressions for J^n{x) and 3f%{x)

are given. Then two lemmas about these expressions, Lemmas 14 and 15 are

proved. Lemma 15 leads to the needed integral estimates.

Basic to the expressions for Jfn{x) and =S?£(x) will be the function

(7.1) g{N,x)= -^,N cos'1 {xN-ll2) + ^x{N-x2)ll2 + l7T.

As usual, the notation N=2n+X and v = An + 2a + 2 will be used. The arguments

for g will be assumed to be {N, x) in the Hermite expressions and (v, x1'2) in the

Laguerre expressions. The following will be needed :

Í2M1'2 /     N112    \
(7.2) 3fn{x) = Al^cosg+0^___|)        i i x <g Nv2_N-vet

(7.3) ^n+i{x)-jen_i{x) = -¿¡^ sing + 0(xAT-^),        Xgxg ¿TV1'2,

(7.4) Seiix) = ^p (cos [(«^-y-íJ + Ofr-«»*-«»)),       I < x ¿ 1,

(7.5) JTlM-XZ-xix) = ~Ji2^7 (sin [^)1/a-y-j] +0[x + {vx)-^,

V
è    X    g:     X,

(2IttYI2(-XY I v1'4    1
(7-6)   ^(x) = \U{v}x)il -sg+O^ + ̂ -3^],        1 * , * ,-**,
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(7.7) £ei+1{x)-£ei_i{x) = 25'\i!£~ïXlli (sing+o[í + i]),        1 g x g \v.

The derivations of (7.2>-(7.7) are as follows. (7.2) is (2.4) of [4] with the interval

of validity reduced to simplify the statement of Lemmas 14 and 15. (7.3) is

derived from (7.2); the only difficulty in doing this is the problem of obtaining

suitable expressions for g{N+2, x)—g{N, x) and g{N—2,x) — g{N,x). For this,

observe that gjvOV, x)= —\ cos-1 {xN~112). Then using the fact that cos-10}>)

= far—y + 0{y3) for Oáj^l and integrating shows that g{N+2, x)—g{N, x)

= -irr + xN-ll2 + 0{x3N-312) and g{N, x)-g{N-2, x) has the same estimate. With

this, (7.3) is easy to prove.

For (7.4), use is made of the fact obtained from (8.22.4), p. 197 of [5] that

(7.8) Seiix) = /J(«)1/2](l + O(l/«)) + C>0-3'4x5'4),       i g X ¡S 1.

Using the estimate of the Bessel function

Ja{z) = (2/ttz)1'2 COS (z-«7r/2-7r/4) + 0(z-3/2), z 2:  1,

(1.71.6), p. 15 of [51, in (7.8) immediately gives (7.4).

To prove (7.5), use (7.8) for &l+i{x) and JS^-iM- Now (2), p. 45 of [6] states

that J'a{z) = \{Ja-i{z)—Ja+i{z)). This, the expression obtained from this for

J'á{z), Taylor's formula and the given estimate for Ja will give a sufficiently good

estimate of the difference of the two Bessel functions that arise to produce (7.5).

Except for the case when Xgxg^v and — l<a<0, (7.6) can be obtained by

combining (2.8) and (2.11) of [4]. If 1 gxg^v and — 1 <a<0, observe that starting

with (2.7) and using (2.5) it can be shown that

(7.9) &l{x)= -&lt22{x)-{Ax\vy2&lt\{x) + 0\{nxY3l%

Now let p{x, n) be the principal term on the right side of (7.6). Substituting (7.6)

into (7.9) and using this notation shows that for a2:0 and lS^S^

(7.10) p{x, v) = -p{x, v-A) + {Ax\vY2p{x, v-2) + 0[{vx)"3'4].

Since a does not appear in (7.10), the condition that «>0 is not necessary and

(7.10) is true whenever 1 ¿x^^v.

Now if — 1 <oc<0, replace the functions on the right side of (7.9) by the esti-

mates in (7.6) and then use (7.10). This will produce (7.6) for the case láx£|v

and — 1 < a < 0.

(7.7) is derived from (7.6) in the same way that (7.3) was derived from (7.2).

Now the two following lemmas about (7.2)-(7.7) can be proved.

Lemma 14. Given one of the expressions (7.2)-(7.7), let h{x) be the argument of

its trigonometric function, k{x) be the coefficient of this trigonometric function, and

let [s, t] be a subinterval of the stated interval of validity such that h{t) — h{s) = 2-TT.
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Then there exists K, independent of s and t, such that if u and v are in [s, t], then

t/s < K, \k{u)¡k{v)\ < K and \h'{u)¡h'{v)\ < K.

Lemma 14 need only be proved for (7.2), (7.4) and (7.6) since the result for the

others follows immediately from the result for these. To prove it for (7.2), observe

first that the partial derivative

(7.11) g2{N, x) = OV-x2)1'2.

Then write t = Nll2-Na; since XgtgNll2-N~116, -\ga<^. (7.11) shows that

g2{N,x)^Nal2 + lli^N-a for x in [s, t]. By the law of the mean {t-s)N~a

úg2{N,t)-g2{N,x) = 27r so that s>Nll2-8Na. Then if u is in [s, t], 7V<"2 + 1/4

gg2{N,u)^ANal2 + lli. This proves the last assertion for (7.2). The fact that

\k{u)jk{v)\ <K follows immediately since k is essentially the square root of g2. If

i2:97V1/2/10, then s2:27V1'2/10 and their ratio is bounded by 5. If i<97V1/2/10, then

g2{N, u)^2Nll2/5 for u in [s, t] and t — s<20. Since s2:1, this again gives a bound

for t/s.

The proof of Lemma 14 for (7.4) is simple since i=[(v5,)1,2 + 27r]2/j'. From this

í/j=[1+27t0í)_1'2]2. Since säl/v, t/s is bounded. The other inequalities follow

immediately from this.

To prove Lemma 14 for (7.6) observe first that h'{x) = %{v — x)1/2x-1'2. If

2Avß5gtgv — v113, write t = v — va. Then by the law of the mean s2:v— XAva. That

{v — s)\{y—t) is bounded is immediate and since s2:2v/5, t/s is also bounded.

These facts prove the result in this case. If 1 gt<2Avß5, then h'{u)^víl2¡X0tíl2 for

u in [s, t] and the law of the mean shows that tgs+ 10. Since j 2:1, t/s is bounded.

That {v—s)l{v— t) is bounded follows immediately from the fact that tg2Avß5.

These results prove the desired boundedness and complete the proof of Lemma 14.

Lemma 15. Given one of the expressions (7.2)-(7.7) let F{x) be the principal term,

k{x) be the coefficient of the trigonometric function in F{x), K the constant of Lemma

XA,[s,t]a subinterval of the stated interval of validity such that r 2: Ks, X gp < oo and

a real. Then there exists C>0, depending only on a and p, such that

f \F{x)xa\pdx 2: C Í  \k{x)xa\" dx.

By inspection or by (7.11), the argument, h{x), of the trigonometric function is

monotone increasing. Then it is possible to partition [s, t] into subintervals

Si, S2,..., Sj, so that on each, except possibly the first, «(x) increases by 27r. On

each Si, Lemma 14 asserts that h'{x) varies by no more than a factor of A'; therefore,

for i> X the trigonometric function has absolute value greater than \ on subinter-

vals of Sj with total length at least 2¡{K+2) times the length of S¡. Combining this

with the fact, also from Lemma 14, that xaA(x) varies by no more than a fixed

factor on S¡ shows that there is a constant, Clt such that

sup \k{x)xa\" length {Sd ú d f   |F(x)xa|p¿x
xes¡ Js¡
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for 1 <igj. This immediately implies that

(7.12) f   \k{x)xa\p dx g Ci f   \F{x)xa\p dx,        I < i g j.
Js¡ Jsí

Since t^Ks, by Lemma 14 h{t)>h{s) + 2n so thatf>X. Since in each case

h'{x) is a monotone decreasing function, Si is shorter than S2. Using Lemma 14

again then shows that there is a constant, C2, such that

f   \k{x)xa\p dx ÚC2[   \k{x)xa\p dx.
Jsi Js2

Combining this with (7.12) for i = 2 then shows that

(7.13) f   \k{x)xa\p dx-¿ CiC2 \   \F{x)xa\p dx.
Jsi Jsa

Now add all the inequalities (7.12) together and add this sum to (7.13). In-

creasing the coefficient of each integral on the right to Ci + CiC2 and then dividing

by this constant gives the conclusion of the lemma.

8. Proving the conditions are best possible. This section contains the proof of the

following theorem.

Theorem 15. If any of the inequalities for a, A, b or B in the hypotheses of

Theorems 1-12 fails to hold, with the exception of equality in the strict inequalities

for B in the cases when p = Aß or A and ß=X, there is a function, f for which the

conclusion of the theorem is false. In the cases for which ß=X, the theorem fails ifß

is taken to be 0.

The exception arises because the log term on the right side in those cases causes

the standard counterexamples to fail. Theorems 1 and 7 are probably true with

weak inequalities for B when ß=X, but to prove this seems more troublesome

than is justified by the result. Theorem 15 does not give very precise information

about the minimum possible value for ß in the cases where it was taken to be 1.

Here again a precise determination of this minimum seems more troublesome than

is justified by its interest.

The proof of Theorem 15 as it refers to Theorem 7 will be given in detail since

it includes most of the features of the other proofs. At the end a few comments

will be made about how Theorem 15 is proved for the other theorems.

From Lemma 1 and the fact that for polynomials, /(x), sn{f, x) converges to

/(x) everywhere, it follows that U{x) must be bounded by a constant times V{x).

From this it is immediate that a 2: A and b ̂  B are necessary conditions for Theorem

7 to hold.

If the conclusion of Theorem 7 holds, then, as observed in the proof of Theorem

14, (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) must be true. In particular \£?l{x)u{x)\\p must exist. Using

(6.12) then shows that j"¿ x(al2 + a)p dx must exist. This immediately shows that

a> -\a- Ijp. Similarly, J*J x*'2"*1 dx must exist so that A < 1 +$a— X\p.
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Next, a lower bound is needed for \\^{x)u{x)\\p. To obtain this use (7.6) in

-»»113

(8.1) f \^n{x)u{x)\p dx.
J»/2

Given an s, if« is sufficiently large, Lemma 15 will apply and give an estimate for

the principal term. If 1 </»¿4 and s=l, the integral of the error term has lower

order of magnitude than the integral of the principal term. For /»2:4, the two

integrals have the same order of magnitude but taking s large enough will make

the error integral less than half the principal integral. This computation shows that

there is an «0 and C>0 such that if «>«0, then

{\&l{x)u{x)\\fY >:  Cvbp + '-p>2, lSi<4,

(8.2) 2: Cv""-1 logv, p = A,

2: Cvbp~ip-1)l3, A < p < oo.

Similarly

(||if^(x)/t<x)||,r 2: Cv-Bp-'13, I up < Aß,

(8.3) 2: Cv-Bp-p + 1{logv)a~ill)i3, P = Aß,

2: Cv-Bp-1 + pl2{logu)-pl1, 4/3 < /» < oo.

These and (6.5) immediately show that the inequalities (5.3) are necessary and that

ß cannot be taken as 0 when B = b and p = Aß or 4. Furthermore, (6.6) and (6.7)

show that the weak inequalities in (5.1) and (5.2) must be true. (6.7) also shows

that 52:^—1//» is necessary; in case ß=l this weak inequality is all that was

asserted in Theorem 15.

The provision that equality cannot occur in both (5.3) and (5.1) or (5.2) is also

easy to prove necessary. If equality occurs in both (5.1) and (5.3), then

¿» = 7/12—1/3/», p>A and 5 = 3/4—1//». It follows immediately from Lemma 15

and (6.20) that J"*'2 \^l{x)jv{x)\q dx is bounded below by a positive constant

times j'""'4 log v for «larger than some «0. Then using this to estimate \\¿?%{x)¡v{x)\\Q

and (8.2) for || =S?£(x)t/(x)||p shows that (6.5) is violated. Similarly, if equality holds

in (5.2) and (5.3), estimate j|=âf>^(x)«(x)||p by using (7.6) and Lemma 15 on

J"/2 |^(x)m(x)|p dx. Combining this and the estimate of |[^(x)/r(x)||Q from (8.3)

produces a violation of (6.5).

All that remains of the proof that Theorem 15 applies to Theorem 7 is the

proof of the necessity of the conditions a > \ — 1 ¡p, A< 3/4 — 1 //», b< 3/4 — 1 ¡p and,

when ß = 0, B>\—ljp. This part of the proof is slightly harder since these con-

ditions are not necessary to make (6.5) hold. For these inequalities it will be shown

directly that if equality occurs in any of them, then there is a counterexample to

the conclusion of Theorem 7. This is sufficient, for if that conclusion fails for a

particular a or B, it fails for all smaller a or B, and if it fails for a particular A or b,

it fails for all larger A or b.
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If a = \— X\p, let Kbe the constant of Lemma 14. Choose s so that Ksg 1 and so

that for « sufficiently large j"fs \-&'%+i{x) — JZ'%-i{x)\ dx, when estimated by use of

(7.5) and Lemma 15, will have its principal term at least twice its error term. Let

gn(x) = sgn {^n+i{x) — áfn-iix)) on [s, Ks] and 0 elsewhere. Then there exists C>0

and «o such that if «>«0,

¡•Ks

(8.4) |  gn{y)i&"n+iiy)-&an-iiy))dyzcv-™.

If the conclusion of Theorem 7 were true for a = l—X/p, there would be a C

independent of« such that

/•s/2  I    ¡•Ks

(8.5) gn{y)Dn{x,y)xady
Jllv  I Js1/

It will be shown that

dx g C.

ps/2       ¡•Ks

(8.6) g„iy)ji(n,x,y)x*dy
Jllv   I Js

p

dx

is a bounded function of n for /'= 1 and 2 but is not a bounded function of « for

z' = 3. Because of (2.22) and the fact that the c„ in (2.22) is bounded below by a

positive constant, these facts concerning (8.6) will be sufficient to show that (8.5)

cannot be true.

To show that for i=X (8.6) is a bounded function of « is a simple matter of

using the value of/, (2.18), and the estimates (2.5). That (8.6) is bounded for i = 2

is also simple since the x — y term in/ can be replaced by sß, the estimates (2.5)

and (2.6) used and the integrals computed. For ¡ = 3, (8.6) is bounded below by

aKs   n \p    /-s/2
¿ l-^+iOO-^-iOOl dy)   J     \JZ»(x)jf\> dx.

If« is sufficiently large, Kjvg\s and Lemma 15 can be applied to both integrals

in (8.7). Using (7.5) and (8.2) gives a lower bound of Clog v for (8.7) for « suffi-

ciently large. This completes the proof that a cannot equal \—X¡p.

If A = 3/4—1//», fix a and choose 5 so that KsgX and so that for sufficiently

large « ffs xap\£'%+i{x)-£'%„i{x)\p dx, when estimated by use of (7.5) and Lemma

15, has its principal term at least twice the error term. Let gn(x) = x"3'4 sgn ä"^{x)

on [Xjv, $s] and 0 elsewhere. Then if the conclusion of Theorem 7 were true,

there would be a C such that

¡•Ks |   rsl2

(8.8) gn{y)Dn{x, y)x° dy
Js      I Jllv

dx g C log v.

If Dn is replaced by/ or/ in (8.8), it is easy to see that the inequality holds. The

left side of (8.8) with Dn replaced by / is bounded below by

(8.9) J" x-p\^n + 1{x)-^l-i{x)\p dx[j2 Ys l-^OOb -3'4 dyj.
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For « sufficiently large, (7.5), (7.6), Lemma 15 and the definition of s show that

the first integral in (8.9) is bounded below by a positive constant times v~3pli and

the second is bounded below by a positive constant times v3p,4(log v)p. Therefore,

(8.9) is not bounded above by the right side of (8.8); as in the last case this is

sufficient to show that (8.8) cannot be true.

If b = 3/4 — 1 //», choose s> 1 so that the integral of |^(x)| over [s, Ks] is greater

than a constant times v-1'4 for « large; this is possible by (7.6) and Lemma 15.

Letgn(j) = sgn ^C„{y) on [s, Ks] and 0 elsewhere. Then the conclusion of Theorem 7

implies that
fKs \p

gn{y)Dn{x,y)dy\

rvi2     /•*

J2Ks | Js
dx g C.

The proof that this is impossible is like the two previous proofs; in this case it is

/ that causes the difficulties.

Similarly, if B = \— Ijp, fix b and choose s> 1 so that the integral of xbp\J¡?%{x)\p

on [s, Ks] is, for large «, greater than a constant times v~pli. Let

gniy) = J"1,4sgn [.Srï+1O0-*ï-iU0].

In this case the conclusion of Theorem 7 requires that

¡•Ks       /-v/2

gn{y)Dn{x, y) dy
Js J2Ks

dx g C log v.

Again, it is easy to show that this is impossible; here it is/ that causes the trouble.

This completes the proof of Theorem 15 as it applies to Theorem 7.

The proof that Theorem 15 applies to Theorem 8 is somewhat different since

(6.5) cannot be used. A replacement could be derived, but it is simpler to use the

fact that if Theorem 8 holds, then theL1 norm of the individual terms are bounded

by the right side of the conclusion of Theorem 8. Consequently, if i/and V satisfy

the conclusion of Theorem 8 and u and v are as before, there is a C, independent of

g, such that

(8.10)

/»CO /»CO

g{yW"n{y)dy \ä*{x)\u{x)dx
JO JO

/» 00

g C+C Jo   |^x)|t<x)(l+log+x + log+|g(jc)|)</jc.

Since the second integral on the left side of (8.10) must be finite, (6.12) shows that

a> — 1— i«. If A>%a, g could be taken equal to x~AI2 + ali-1 on [0, 1] and 0

elsewhere. Then (6.12) shows that the first integral on the left side of (8.10) is

infinite while the right side of (8.10) is finite; this contradiction shows that A ¿%a.

Now, given an «, let g(x)= l/{v — x) on [\v, v—v113]. Then the first integral on the

left side of (8.10) is bounded below by a constant times v~113 by use of (7.4) and

the obvious modification of Lemma 15 to permit g{x) in the integrand. The second

integral  on  the  left  side  of (8.10)  is  bounded  below  by  a  constant  times
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min {v-m, vb + 112) by use of (8.2), (7.4) and Lemma 15. The right side of (8.10) is

bounded above by a constant times vB(log v)2. Combining these facts shows that

6^5-1/6 and 52:-7/12.

That A S — I is necessary is proved with the same example and technique that

showed A = 3\A—l\p was impossible for Theorem 7. The necessity of the other

inequalities is proved in exactly the same way that the corresponding ones were

proved necessary for Theorem 7.

For Theorems 9 and 10 it is easy to derive an analogue of (6.5). This is done by

using the converse of Holder's inequality on the fact that the appropriate integral

of the individual terms is bounded by the right side of the conclusion. The necessity

of the conditions for these theorems is then proved in the same way that the

corresponding conditions were treated for Theorem 7. The proof of Theorem 15

for Theorem 11 is like the proof for Theorem 8. The application of Theorem 15 to

Theorem 12 follows immediately from the preceding and the Banach Steinhaus

theorem.

The proof that Theorem 15 applies to Theorems 1-6 is similar to the preceding

but somewhat simpler.
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